The Winter Show 2022

Sixty-two international galleries convene at the former Barney's
flagship store in Manhattan for the much-anticipated ten-day fair.
660 Madison Avenue
1st – 10th April 2022
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THE GLOBAL SURGE of the Omicron variant in January caused the postponement
of New York’s annual art, design and antiques fair The Winter Show. The twomonth delay, however, has also provided an unlikely location for the fair’s 68th
iteration – 660 Madison Avenue. This 22-storey midcentury building was once the
flagship department store of the bygone American luxury company, Barneys.
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The temporary switch from the Park Avenue Armory – which has been
synonymous with the event since its inaugural edition in 1955 – promises new
programming opportunities for The Winter Fair, as well as a salute to Peter
Marino, who designed the interior.
“Peter was the co-curator of our
loan exhibition with the Hispanic
Society Museum & Library in
2020 – so we are excited to take
over a space renovated by him in
the 1990s,” explains the fair’s
executive director Helen Allen.
“The collectors and visitors will
experience fresh juxtapositions of
historic and contemporary
objects within an iconic
modernist New York setting.”
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Allen also notes the transformation of an interior, designed to display fashion
goods, to now exhibit objets d’art – ranging from contemporary wooden furniture,
20th century European glass, through to objects from 17th century China. The shoe
vitrines on the carpeted fifth floor, for example, are used for an arrangement of
jewellery by Méret Oppenheim and Antonio Carli. “We are not pretending to be at
the Armory, but instead are taking advantage of a space with its own quirks and
uniqueness,” the director adds.

